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This paper presents an infinite linear program with the optimal value of the 
maximizing problem strictly greater than the optimal value of the minimizing 
problem. 
In [I], Duffin and Karlovitz describe an infinite linear program with a 
duality gap: Both maximizing and minimizing problems have optimal solu- 
tions but the optimal value of the maximizing problem is strictly less than the 
optimal value of the minimizing problem. In [2, p. 191, Hopkins presented 
an infinite linear program in which the minimizing problem has a finite 
optimal value and the maximizing problem is unbounded. Hopkins’ example 
demonstrates that the weak duality theorem does not hold without qualifica- 
tion for infinite linear programs. 
This note presents a primal maximization problem whose optimal value 
strictly exceeds the optimal value of the dual minimization problem. The 
primal problem is 
Maximize 
subject to 
i. - w Zt (1) 
.a$= I, Yo+GJ= 1, 
-2y,-, + Xt = 0 
--2x,-, + Yt + Zt = 0 
for t = 1, 2, 3 ,..., 
(%,Yt,%)ZO, for t = 0, 1,2, 3 ,.... 
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The objective value is bounded above by zero; thus the feasible solution 
xt = yt = 2t, .st = 0 is optimal, and the optimal value is zero. 
The dual of this problem is 
Minimize 
subject to 
uo + vo 
Ut - 2v,+, 2 0, vt - 2u t+1 3 0, 
vt > - (4)” for t = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,.... 
(2) 
Note that v. 3 - 1, and u. > 2v, > -1. This implies the objective value 
is bounded below by -2. It is easy to verify that ut = vt = - (Q)t is a 
feasible and therefore optimal solution to this problem. The optimal value 
is -2. 
The complementary slackness conditions for (1) and (2) are 
and 
(ut - h,,,) Xt = 0, (vt - 2U,+,)Y, = 0, 
(vt t (W) Xt = 0 for all t = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,.... 
The optimal dual solution satisfies all constraints with equality; thus any 
feasible primal solution and the dual optimal solution will satisfy complemen- 
tary slackness. In addition, note that ut = vt = 0 for all t is a nonoptimal 
feasible dual solution that satisfies complementary slackness with the primal 
optimal solution. 
These complications arise because of the nonconvergence of the infinite 
sum w*Az*, where w* is the optimal solution of (2) Z* the optimal solution 
of (l), and A the doubly infinite constraint matrix. Various topological 
remedies can be invoked to avoid this type of behavior. In principal, solutions 
can be restricted to lie in a specific topological space. However, to insure 
that all sequences satisfying the constraints are also members of the topological 
space, we must impose additional constraints on the problem. This changes 
the original problem and therefore changes its dual. 
Alternatively, we might impose regularity conditions on finite approxima- 
tions to the infinite problem. Duffin and Karlovitz follow this path in [l] 
and establish a duality theorem for infinite linear programs. The reader 
familiar with [l] will note that problem (2) is weakly consistent with weak 
value equal to -2. The infinite duality theorem then implies that (I) is 
strongly consistent with strong value -2. We recall, however, that the optimal 
value of problem (1) is zero. This indicates the strong and weak values cited 
by Duffin and Karlovitz are not the optimal values of the primal and dual 
infinite programs and that the infinite duality theorem needs strengthening 
to provide optimality conditions. 
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A third and more natural way to proceed is to identify a subset of solutions 
that must contain an optimal solution (if one exists). If this subset of solutions 
is suitably bounded a variant of the weak duality theorem, and therefore 
optimality conditions, can be established. This approach is pleasing in that 
it exploits the algebraic structure of the problem at hand. Since the technique 
relies on special structure, it has the drawback of not leading to general 
results. This approach has been used successfully by Grinold in [3] to find 
optimality conditions for a class of infinite horizon linear programs. 
Note. In a private communication, Roger Wets has pointed out that it is 
possible to define the dual problem in a formal algebraic manner so that the 
weak duality theorem will hold by definition. In our example the obvious 
or natural form of the dual, defined by analogy with finite linear programming, 
does not coincide with the formally defined dual. At present, the formal 
theory is not operational in general cases since it requires an explicit character- 
ization of adjoint linear spaces to state the dual problem. 
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